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What is grounding?

 

Grounding is a meditative technique that helps to calm and focus the mind, and help

the meditator feel stable and strong. Though it’s an important exercise in witchcraft,

grounding also has uses in therapy and mental health care. 

 

When used magically, grounding connects us to the spirit and energy of the earth, as

well the people in it. Through grounding meditation we can channel and raise earth

energy, prepare for ritual or spell work, connect with our coven, or expel excess

magical energy that feels overwhelming. Think of electricity, we ground an electrical

current to prevent an over-load of electrical energy so that we don’t blow a fuse or

electrocute beings around the current. 

 

In therapy, grounding works the same way but with our mental and emotional

energy. It’s a way of stopping and calming down to cope with an acute crisis, and a

way to access your feelings without being overwhelmed by them. It can also be used

after a trigger has passed to get you into a safe mental space to confront or analyze

your issues. It’s both a way to connect to your thoughts and feelings, and a way to

distance yourself from them. 

 

There are a million methods for grounding and different meditations, some use

visualization to help you connect with the earth, and some tell you just to go outside

and interact with nature if you can. Even sitting next to an open window with your

eyes closed and your posture loose while you listen to the birds in the trees or the

breeze whistling past can affect your mental, spiritual, and emotional energy in

positive ways. You can ground while sitting, lying, or standing still and even while

walking or doing some sort of exercise that allows you to get out of your

head. I am a lifelong walking meditator. Someone once told me that I think and feel

with my feet and I can’t really argue with that! You can use props like scents,

sounds, incenses, or crystals to help you connect, you can take a long time to

ground, or it can be done in 5 minutes with no tools. You can follow a guide or

create your own. Since we all have different relationships with the earth, and with

stability in general, I think grounding is best when it’s personal. I also have a touch

of the aphantasia or difficulty visualizing, so creating my own grounding technique

that used a variety of methods has worked best for me, and that’s what I’m going to

share in this PDF.



The Meditation

 

To begin, get into a comfortable position, whether you’re upright or lying down and

try to block out any distracting sounds by closing the door or putting on headphones.

I like to have my feet flat on the ground, but if this isn’t possible that’s ok! The goal

is to feel supported and solid on whatever surface you’re using. Close your eyes, and

turn your focus to your breath. Breathe in and out normally, but take the time to

notice how this sounds, how this feels. Hear the air moving in and out of your body.

Feel is gliding through your nasal passages, over your tongue, and past your lips. 

 

Place one or both hands on your stomach, and take a deep breath in through your

nose, filling your belly with air. Feel it rise under your hands. Now push that breath

out through your mouth slowly. Feel the clean air enter your body and nourish your

cells. Let your muscles relax. Release any tension in your neck, your shoulders, your

back, hips, legs, knees, and toes. Let go of any energy that may be filling these

spaces, and let it leave your body with your breath. 

 

Though your body is feeling heavier with every exhale, remember that you are

cradled and supported. The furniture, the floor, the earth beneath you is solid. You

are safe. You can let go of any tension, or fear, or energy, or thoughts that tell you

otherwise. It is safe to let go, and let the planet hold you for a little while. 

 

Return your focus to your breath, and continue to breathe in and out deeply. 

In today’s grounding meditation we’ll be connecting to the western elements – earth,

air, fire, and water. These elements are found in the air we breathe, the water that

sustains our planet, the fire of the molten core of the earth, and the solid earth

beneath our feet. All of these elements are also found within you – in your body,

your emotions, and your mind. You need not go far to connect with the elements of

our dear planet, because you are also made of these same elements. 

 

Focus on your breath. 

 

Feel the power of air moving through you and around you. Listen to your breath

move in and out of your lungs and think of a cool breeze swirling around you,

clearing away anything that might be stuck to your or crowding you. It blows

through your hair, across your skin, and into your lungs, clearing away anything that

doesn’t belong. Even when the breeze dies down, the element of air is all around

you. 

 

 



Turn your attention to the heat coming from your body. The warmth of your skin,

and of the blood pumping through your veins. The element of fire is found in our

energy, our action, and our drive to create. We pull this energy down from the sun

shining above us, and up through the foods the earth provides for us. Feel the warm

glow of the sun on a hot day begin at the crown of your head and spread all the way

down to your toes. Let it blend with your own inner warmth to remind you that the

fire element is always there when you need it. 

 

When it comes to working with energy, balance is the key. The water element is cool

and calm and clear and creates balance on the planet and in your body. Imagine

walking across the hot sand of a beach, feeling the fire below you, and then stepping

into the cool water of the ocean, or lake, or river. Wade as far into the water as you

feel comfortable, and let it cool your inner fire ever so slightly. Feel the waves

lapping at your legs, smell the water in the air around you, and listen to the waves

roll lazily to the shore. Let the water wash away anything that disrupts the peace

you feel right now. Allow the waves to carry your troubles, pain, and stress out past

the shore. Let them go. 

 

Even here in the water, you can feel the earth beneath you, holding you and letting

you know that you are safe and solid. Dig your toes in the sand or clay or earth

beneath you. Even if the waves knock you down, the element of earth is always there

to catch you. You are safe here. You are home. Take a deep breath in, full of oxygen

that’s been created for you by the trees and plants of the earth. Breathe out, and

allow your breath to nourish those same trees and plants. You are not just on the

earth, you are OF the earth and as you breathe in the air, and drink in water, and

create with passion and fire, the earth will continue to support you. 

 

Feel all of these elements around you and within you. Feel the connection between

yourself and the planet. Even as you start to come back to the present moment,

remember that the elements are with you. Wiggle your toes out of the sand of the

beach. Walk back to shore and allow the warmth of the sun to dry you off. Allow the

warm breeze to blow around you. Wiggle your fingers, move your arms and allow it

to reach every inch of your skin. Take in a deep breath and feel it caress your

sinuses, your airways, your lungs, and your belly. Breathe out and feel t whisper past

your tongue, your teeth and your lips. 

 

When you’re ready – open your eyes. 

 



I wrote this meditation to share during a live fundraiser for The Loveland

Foundation's Therapy Fund for Black Women and Girls on June 11, 2020. 

 

The Loveland Foundation works with Therapy for Black Girls, Open Path Collective,

National Queer and Trans Therapists of Color Network, and Talkspace to provide free

therapy to Black Women and Girls in the U.S.

 

My goal is to raise $5000 for this charity, and so far I'm up to $1700! If you'd like to

contribute via my fundraiser you can do so at the following links for as long as it's

available. You can also give directly to The Loveland Foundation and contribute to

the healing and empowerment of black women and girls. 

 

Donate via Facebook

 

Donate via Flipcause

 

 

Black LivesMatter!
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https://thelovelandfoundation.org/
https://www.therapyforblackgirls.com/
https://openpathcollective.org/
https://www.nqttcn.com/
https://www.talkspace.com/
https://www.facebook.com/donate/468119827337846/
https://www.flipcause.com/secure/fundraiser/NzU4MzM=/45827

